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Corporate Interest under Belgian Law: A Practical Approach

Under Belgian law, the granting of a guarantee needs to be in accordance with the rules on
financial assistance, corporate purpose and corporate interest. In the absence of a clear
definition in the Belgian Companies Code, the concept “interest of the company” is not an
univocal and clear-cut concept and deserves therefore special attention and care as the
effectiveness and enforceability of a guarantee depends among others on whether the grant of a
guarantee is in the interest of the guarantor.
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The aim of the present article is to provide a practical overview of the “corporate interest”-rule
with an emphasis on the criteria developed by practice, case law and doctrine to asses whether
or not the guarantor has acted in compliance with its corporate interest. Proportionality
(risk/benefit) is considered as one of the main criteria especially within the framework of intragroup guarantees.
Finally this article also gives a concise analysis of the possible sanctions in case of guarantees in
breach of the corporate interest-rule [1] .
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1.

Introduction
One key issue in acquisition financing or (re-)financing transactions involving several companies of
a group concerns the security package to be provided by group entities to secure the debt
obligations of the debtor(s)/other group entities. As part thereof, the security package may often
require Belgian companies to provide intra-group guarantees in the form of up-, down- or crossstream guarantees.
As an exception to the pari passu rule of unsecured creditors as provided for under the articles 7
and 8 of the Belgian Mortgage Law (“Loi Hypothécaire/Hypotheekwet”), Belgian law provides for a
limited list of guarantees. “Guarantees” in this paper is used as a general term covering
guarantees of payment (“sûretés personnelles/persoonlijke zekerheden”), which aim to provide the
creditor with an additional debtor, and security interests in rem (“sûretés réelles/zakelijke
zekerheden”), which always relate to an asset of the debtor’s estate [2] .
In this context, Belgian companies may be asked to provide joint and several guarantees for the
entirety of the other group companies” obligations, and to grant the creditors security interests in
all or substantially all their assets (such as shares, receivables, business assets etc.).
In a multi-jurisdictional context the possibility for and the conditions under which a company grants
a guarantee is governed by the lex societatis, which according to articles 4 and 110 of the Belgian
Code of Private International Law is the law of the place where the company has established its
headquarters as from the date of its incorporation; in other words, the company’s “real seat” is
considered as the place where the management operates [3] whereas the guarantee itself will be
governed simultaneously by the lex contractus (choice of law by the parties) and the lex rei sitae
(the law of the place where the secured goods are located) [4] .
The Belgian Companies Code (“BCC”) gives the board of directors competence for granting a
guarantee, although the articles of association may give competence to another organ. When
enforcement of the guarantee is subject to a change of control, an extraordinary shareholders”
meeting of the company must approve its granting of the change of control clause [5] .
Under Belgian law, the granting and enforceability of a guarantee depend on whether the company
granting it would derive a corporate benefit from the transaction. The limitations to which the
granting of an intra-group guarantee is subject are financial assistance, corporate purpose and
corporate interest. This paper seeks to focus on the latter, the reason being that despite much
attention in the literature [6] , the term “corporate interest” remains somewhat theoretical. This
article aims to review its application in practical terms. The final part of the article summarises the
possible consequences of breaching the corporate interest rule.

2.

Limitations
There is no specific Belgian legal provision which explicitly limits the granting of intra-group
guarantees. When a Belgian company is asked to provide a guarantee, a triple test needs to be
met: the guarantee must be (i) compatible with the prohibition of financial assistance; (ii) in
accordance with the company’s corporate purpose; and (iii) in accordance with the company’s
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corporate interest

i. Firstly, Articles 329, 430 and 629 BCC prohibits respectively a private limited liability
company (“société privée à responsabilité limitée/SPRL – besloten vennootschap met
beperkte aansprakelijkheid/BVBA”), a cooperative limited company (“société coopérative à
responsabilité
limitée/SCRL
–
cooperatieve
vennootschap
met
beperkte
aansprakelijkheid/CVBA”) and a public limited liability company (“société anonyme/SAnaamloze vennootschap/NV”) from providing funds, granting loans or providing security with
a view to the acquisition by third parties of its own shares or profit certificates. This
prohibition does not apply to transactions concluded by banks or other financial institutions
in the normal course of business, acquisitions by an employee or management buy-out
schemes.

ii. Secondly, the granting of a guarantee must form part of the corporate purpose of the
company as set out in its articles of association. It should at least permit the company to
engage in a broad range of (financial) transactions, related to or in line with its corporate
purposes as set out in the relevant clause.

iii. Finally, granting the guarantee must serve the company’s corporate interest, the latter
concept being influenced by the concept of group-interest.
The first two limitations mentioned above having been discussed and commented upon
extensively in existing doctrine, we will limit the scope of the present article to a closer view on the
third limitation, i.e. corporate interest and more specifically the acceptance of so-called group
interest in order to justify the required corporate interest for cross-, up-, or downstream
guarantees.

3.

Corporate Interest

3.1. Definition and General Principles
Like any other act performed by Belgian companies, guarantees issued by Belgian companies
must be conform to their corporate interest (“intérêt social/maatschappelijk belang”) and benefit
rules. While the legal term “corporate interest” is commonly used in Belgium, it is not defined in the
BCC, although it contains several references [7] . For example, article 19 BCC states that all
companies must be established in the parties” common interest.
One of the principles in the Belgian Code on Corporate Governance is that a company must have
an effective and efficient board of directors which takes decisions in compliance with the corporate
interest.
The lack of a definition of “corporate interest” has generated much discussion, controversy and
legal theory.
The Banking, Finance and Insurance Commission has expressed its objection to a definition of
corporate interest [8] . In short, the arguments against a precise definition of the term are: (i) the
security of transactions; (ii) freedom of action for companies; and (iii) common sense in business
transactions. The arguments in favour of a precise definition can be summarised as: (i) a flexible
definition as guidance; (ii) the time issue, in terms inter alia of avoiding interminable negotiations;
and (iii) security of transactions by avoiding vague concepts which can be interpreted widely or
narrowly.
Academics have taken positions ranging from a traditional shareholder-oriented view, including
future shareholders, i.e. maximisation of profit [9] , to a much larger stakeholder view which takes
into consideration the interests of employees, customers, suppliers and other creditors [10] .
Majority of Belgian scholars [11] and case law [12] accept a flexible and large interpretation of
corporate interest.
Corporate interest is in fact an indication of the limits of acceptable company behaviour, and
therefore coincides to some extent with the concept of corporate purpose [13] .
Under the Belgian corporate interest theory, any guarantee granted by a company must be in its
corporate interest which in practice means that there must be a “corporate benefit” for the
company granting the guarantee and that the risk it incurs must be proportionate to the means
available to the company and any potential benefit it would derive from doing so; in other words
there is a requirement of so-called sound economic motives.
Non-compliance with the obligation to take into account the corporate interest when granting a
guarantee may result in (i) cancellation of the decision to give such guarantee through the theory
of abuse of majority or fraud against the law [14] ; (ii) unenforceability, subject to certain
circumstances, of the guarantee for third party creditors” bad faith (i.e., the bank that knew or
should have known that there was violation of the corporate interest) although lenders have no
general duty to check whether a particular transaction is in a company’s corporate interest [15] ,
such as reviewing the board of directors” decision to grant a guarantee; (iii) potential director’s
liability since the directors must, when performing their management duties, respect the company’s
interest; and (iv) criminal penalties for abuse of company assets provided that the conditions laid
down in article 492bis of the Belgian Criminal Code are fulfilled.
3.2. Group Interest
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Within groups of companies, the question can be raised whether the board of directors of a
company, with respect to intra-group transactions and especially intra-group guarantees, should
take into account the group interest over and above the interest of the company and what
protection the company’s interest deserves.
In the same manner it lacks a definition of “corporate interest”, the Belgian Companies Code also
lacks a suitable formal legal definition of a corporate group (although art. 16 BCC gives a definition
of a “small group”, the overall concept of a group and relating theory has as such not been
incorporated or adequately dealt with in Belgian law). Although no comprehensive specific set of
rules relating to groups of companies has been developed under Belgian law, the economic reality
thereof has been accepted and taken into consideration in the case law and, indirectly, in articles
108 and following BCC regarding the requirement for consolidated annual accounts for parent
companies.
In the absence of a clear definition, the basis sometimes chosen to define a “corporate group” is
the definition of control in article 5 § 1 BCC [16] , which implies the idea of a strong central
leadership. However, this seems too restrictive, and should be read in combination with the
definition of a consortium referred to in article 10 BCC, i.e. one or more companies which are not
subsidiaries of each other or of one and the same company but are under the same central
leadership [17] . The discussion remains open and the economic reality of a group of companies
covers a vaster amount of realities than the restrictive approach on the basis of Articles 5 or 10 of
the BCC. In the Netherlands e.g. a group is defined as an economic entity in which legal entities
are linked from an organisational point of view [18] , thus adopting an economic rather than
narrow legal approach.
Although the concept of group remains, under Belgian law, inconsistently or incompletely defined
and/or developed, and notwithstanding the main requirement for a company to always act in its
own corporate interest, scholars and case law have over time accepted that a group interest can
be considered as a legitimate interest in its own right and that it could, to the benefit of the
coordination of the activities of the group and for the purpose of reaching the best result for the
group as a whole, be accepted that, under certain conditions, certain sacrifices can be made by a
company for the benefit of the group (interest) [19] .
In the light of the foregoing, a company can act as guarantor for obligations of a group company
(parent, subsidiary or affiliated company) provided that the following conditions are met [20] :

i. the guarantor is part of a fully integrated, interlinked group;
ii. the guarantee is not exclusively for the benefit of one group company (for instance the
parent company), but the group as a whole could derive benefit from it and moreover the
guarantee is not incompatible with the interest of the guarantor; and

iii. the assistance required of the company must be reasonable and not exceed the capacities
of the guarantor (see proportionality condition referred to under Section 3.2.1).
3.2.1. Proportionality
Proportionality is the main criterion to be used by directors to assess to what level risk can be
incurred and to justify the extent of financial solidarity accepted by the guarantor. The risk incurred
by the guarantor must be proportionate to the benefit it receives from the transaction.
Unfortunately, as each structure creates its own balance of risk/benefit no clear definition of
proportionality has been developed in case law.
In the case of (re-)financing of a group, it is difficult to assess in abstract to what extent a loan
granted to a group company will benefit the guarantor of the group for such loan as this will
depend on the particular circumstances, especially the use or potential use of the proceeds and on
whether or not the guarantor will indirectly receive part of the borrowed amount.
Due account of the corporate interest seems to be taken when the risks and obligations assumed
by a guarantor and the amount guaranteed are proportional to both (i) the benefits derived from
the guarantee, the more direct and concrete the benefit, the stronger the argument for validity; and
(ii) the financial means available to the guarantor [21] . This proportionality is tested inter alia
against the following criteria:
z

the amount of the guarantee;

z

the duration in time of the guarantee;

z

the amount of the guarantor’s capital and its overall financial condition;

z

the likelihood of the the guarantee being called;

z

the potential existence of commercial and operational relationships between the guarantor
and the company benefiting from the guarantee;

z

whether the risk incurred is proportionate to the benefit to the guarantor (e.g. current or
potential access to funding proceeds);

z

whether the risk incurred is reasonable in comparison with the company’s financial
capabilities and assets;
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z

whether there are any minority shareholders in the company who might be prejudiced and
who could challenge the guarantee; and

z

whether the rights and legitimate expectations of other creditors of the company, who could
challenge the security, might be impaired.

Finally, a contribution agreement between companies to share the burden of group company
obligations between them may help to reduce disproportional issues, but will not be decisive in that
regard.
3.2.2. Minimum Assessment (“contrôle marginal/marginale toetsing”)
As a general rule the Belgian courts do not have power to assess management decisions or judge
decisions by a company’s board of directors. As a result, the final responsibility for judging whether
a decision will result in a corporate benefit to a company lies with its board of directors [22] .
Detailed and reasoned minutes of board meetings are therefore used to justify significant decisions
regarding corporate interest. A court will judge these decisions to be improper only in the case of
bad faith or when a corporate benefit is clearly lacking, and will only sanction behaviour which is
flagrantly contrary to the interest of the company, and creates an imbalance between the different
interests at stake [23] . This rule of minimum assessment is comparable to the business judgment
rule in common law.
3.3. Practice
The doctrine and the case law do not provide well-defined guidelines for applying the
proportionality criteria in specific cases, and business-related issues affecting the guarantor can
only be properly assessed by the company’s board of directors.
Past and current practice to try to quantify proportionality has taken account of: (i) detailed board
minutes setting out the basis for the directors” judgment that there is a corporate benefit; (ii) caps
on the amount secured; and (iii) general statements in the security documents [24] that the
amount secured will be reduced if necessary to the maximum amount at which the guarantor
derives a corporate benefit, as agreed between the parties. The disadvantage of these general
statements is precisely that they are too general and vague, and that the parties still have to agree
on the amount. It is therefore advisable to state the agreed amount in the relevant documents.
However, it is not clear how this last mechanism would work in practice, and it has not yet been
tested in the courts.
3.3.1. Detailed Board Minutes
Depending on the transaction, several arguments to be included in the minutes of the board of
directors have been developed in practice to address the corporate interest rule. Rather than
enumerating all these possible arguments, we have chosen to draft a possible extract from such
detailed board minutes, trying to take into account the most relevant arguments. The example
assumes a typical transaction whereby the parent company borrows money under a loan
agreement. A number of other group companies, including a Belgian subsidiary (the “Company”),
are requested to guarantee the loan.
Under the facility agreement, the banks agree to make [...] facilities available to the parent
company, for a total amount of [...]. In order to provide the facilities the banks require, amongst
others, that the Company enters into a guarantee pursuant to which it would, together with other
companies of the group, guarantee the parent company’s payment obligations under the facility
agreement. The terms and conditions of the facility agreement, and the guarantee requirement,
are in accordance with the market conditions for loans of the same kind. The existence of the
Company depends inter alia on the existence of its parent company and of the group. Through the
facility agreement, the financial position of its parent company will be enhanced, as will that of the
group of which the Company forms part. The facility agreement will give the parent company the
financial flexibility to enable it to maintain existing inter-company loans with the Company, grant
new inter-company loans or grant advances to the Company, including working capital. Thus the
Company has the possibility to receive funds under the facility agreement through inter-company
loans. In addition, the facility agreement provides the possibility for the Company to accede to the
loan agreement as a borrower on more advantageous conditions than if the Company negotiated a
loan agreement individually. Due to the commercial and operational links with the parent company
and other companies of the group, development of the activities of the other companies will lead to
development of the Company’s activities and benefits. As to the Company’s financial and possible
repayment position, the board has taken the view after analysis of the financial situation that the
Company will, and will be expected in the future, to be able to respect its obligations; moreover,
the parent company’s obligations under the facilty agreement will also be guaranteed by other
subsidiaries of the parent company whose financial situation is such that it is not expected that the
guarantee would not be honoured if called upon. This reduces the likelihood that the guarantee will
be fully called on against the Company.
After consideration of the documents related to the transaction, the board of directors has
unanimously taken the following decisions:
z

the Company can enter into the transaction without prejudice to the rights of other creditors
of the Company and without affecting the normal conduct of its business and activities; and

z

entering into the transaction falls within the scope of the Company’s corporate purpose, and
is in its interest, since it will derive benefits therefrom, and will not incur obligations which
are disproportionate to its interests and financial means.

In the case of a downstream guarantee, it is clear that maintaining or increasing the value of the
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subsidiary is in the parent’s interest, as it potentially leads to a possible increase in dividends for
the parent whereas up-stream or collateral guarantees will in principle require additional
cautiousness. In the latter cases, interest will exist for the company guaranteeing the loan when it
will receive a consideration for the guarantee from its parent or if it will have access to more
advantageous borrowing conditions or if it will increase/maintain the commercial relationships
between the company and its parent company [25] .
In most cases, the minutes clearly remain hypothetical by using terms such as “benefit”, “financial
means” or “proportionate”. They do not mention concrete figures; for example, no information is
provided regarding the flow of the funds within the group, or the amounts granted to the guarantor
or the creditors within the group.
3.3.2. Guarantee Cap
In addition to detailed board minutes, corporate interest concerns relating to intra-group
guarantees can be addressed by placing a cap or limit on the amount of the guarantee. The
guarantee cap is in fact a more specific way to clarify the notion of proportionality, since either
exact figures or methods of calculation are mentioned or referred to. The most common form of
guarantee cap is limiting the amount guaranteed to a percentage of the guarantor’s net assets. Net
assets are defined in the Belgian Companies Code as the aggregate of the assets appearing in the
balance sheet, less provisions and liabilities. A more conservative approach is to limit the
guarantee to the amount of the distributable reserves under the Belgian Companies Code. The
underlying rationale is that creditors and other unsecured counterparties deal with a company
taking into account its shareholders” equity.
The limitation of the guarantee is a matter of agreement between the parties, as neither the law
nor the case law gives any guidance in that respect. Experience and practice indicate a figure
between 50% and 100% of the company’s net assets at the time when the guarantee is granted or
when it is enforced against the company, up to the higher of the two. Sometimes an additional
qualification of the net assets is included, such as the net assets as defined in the Belgian
Companies Code, without taking into account the liabilities under the guarantee concerned or any
other guarantee granted by the guarantor for other debts, or any debts of the guarantor towards its
parent company or a subsidiary thereof.
In addition to the above, Articles 633 and 634 BCC provide for specific rules and procedures in
case the net assets of the company fall below at least 1/2 of the authorized capital, as such
situation could result from the enforcement of a guarantee by a creditor.
Another practice when intra-group loans and advances are involved is to ensure that the
company’s maximum exposure under the guarantee is capped at the highest balance of all intracompany loans and intra-company advances made to it by the parent company or any subsidiary
of the parent company, at any time from the date of the guarantee to the date of an enforcement of
the guarantee. The purpose of this limit is to make the guarantee proportionate to the benefit the
guarantor will derive from such intra-group financing.
Finally, parties seem in practice to favour including language which combines several guarantee
limits (net assets, outstanding intra-company loans and advances, etc), in order to approach the
best quantification of the proportionality rule. Below are two examples of such Belgian guarantee
limitation language.
3.3.2.1. Belgian Guarantee Limitation Language: Example 1
The liability in respect of a Belgian guarantor shall not include any liability which would constitute
unlawful financial assistance within the meaning of the Belgian Companies Code, and shall in all
circumstances be limited to an amount equal to the higher of the following amounts, with deduction
of the total amounts paid at the time of the enforcement under the guarantee:

i. any amounts (principal plus any accrued interest thereon, commissions, costs and fees)
directly or indirectly made available to the relevant guarantor under the loan agreement and
which have not yet been repaid [26] by such guarantor at the time of enforcement of the
guarantee; or

ii. X% of the net assets of such guarantor, calculated and certified by the statutory auditors of
such guarantor on the basis of the latest audited accounts available at the time of
enforcement of the guarantee.
3.3.2.2. Belgian Guarantee Limitation Language: Example 2
The guarantees, obligations, liabilities and undertakings of a Belgian guarantor under the relevant
documents shall be regarded as not undertaken or incurred insofar as they would:

i. constitute unlawful financial assistance within the meaning of the Belgian Companies Code;
ii. exceed the corporate object, not be in the interest of the Belgian guarantor or be
disproportionate to such interest; or

iii. exceed the highest of:
a. amount;
b. X% of the net assets of such Belgian guarantor at any given time;
c. the aggregate of (1) the reserves of the Belgian guarantor and (2) the profit carried
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forward of such Belgian guarantor at any given time; or

d. the total of all amounts borrowed under the loan agreement which have, directly or
indirectly, been loaned on to such Belgian guarantor through intra-group loans.
Belgian case law on corporate interest, group interest and group financial assistance is to certain
extent limited and the actual cap depends on the specific situation of each security structure and
group structure, so it is not possible to establish definitive rules with regard to a cap in order to
ensure compliance with corporate benefit for the guarantor.
3.3.3. Case Law
This section briefly summarizes the relevant criteria used by Belgian case law regarding intragroup guarantees and/or group interest.
Belgian case law has confirmed that intra-group guarantees can be granted by a company for
obligations of a parent or affiliated company, in the interest of the group, provided that the
existence of an integrated group can be effectively shown [27] .
Similarly, guarantees granted by a company which are flagrantly contrary to its corporate interest
and are in the sole interest of its parent company (and not even that of the group to which they
belong) without even reinforcing the position of the guarantor will be sanctioned by Belgian Courts
which will consider (i) that such transactions consists in an abuse of majority by the majority
shareholders [28] ; and/or (ii) that the directors of the company having granted the intra-group
guarantees are liable for abusive use of the company’s assets if the company was experiencing
severe financial difficulties and urgently needed cash [29] .
And according to the Brussels Court of appeal, in such case, the liability of the parent company
and its directors does not exclude the liability of a bank which, whether by connivance or even by
simple negligence, assisted in the misappropriation of the subsidiary’s assets. A bank is required
to inform itself and research the facts surrounding a transaction [30] .
However, the most relevant criteria used by case law in Belgium refers to the proportionality
condition (see Section 3.2.1 supra) as Belgian Courts will often verify that group assistance by a
company does not leave it in financial difficulties because the assistance granted is
disproportionate to its financial means and capabilities and affects its industrial business position
and situation, in which case the assistance will be declared null and void [31] .
The limited case law make it clear that each case depends on the particular facts and specific
circumstances.

4.

Breach of Corporate Interest Rule
Guarantees in breach of the above-mentioned corporate interest rules may not only give rise to
directors” liability issues, but also result in the nullity or unenforceability of the guarantee if
challenged by a creditor of the company or its trustee in bankruptcy.
Since breach of the corporate interest rule is not strictly within the scope of this article, the
overview below is intended to provide only a short description of the consequences of such
breaches.

4.1. Liability of Directors [32]
Directors must act in accordance with the Belgian Companies Code, the Articles of Association of
the company concerned and their duties as directors. As a guiding principle, they must always act
with a view to the company’s best interests. Each and every action taken by a director must
therefore be taken in the company’s interests.
4.1.1. Civil Law
Directors are responsible in civil law for the proper performance of the tasks attributed to them,
and are liable for any shortcomings in their management and administration.
4.1.2. Liability to the Company
Directors are liable to the company for ordinary faults committed during their management of the
company; this is considered as a contractual liability. An ordinary fault does not include a violation
of the Belgian Companies Code or the company’s articles of association. The courts will decide
what constitutes an ordinary fault on a case-by-case basis (for example a contract that is not at
arm’s length) by comparing the director’s behaviour to that of a bonus pater familias. Not acting in
the interest of the company, including granting a guarantee, is considered as an ordinary fault.
4.1.3. Liability to Third Parties
In practice, a director is personally liable to third parties for breaching the general duty of care
under civil law. The establishment of liability, i.e. failure in the duty of care, depends heavily on the
court’s evaluation. A causal relationship between fault and injury must be proved. Failure to act
may also be viewed as a fault. Granting a guarantee which is not in the corporate interest may
lead to such liability.
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4.1.4. Conflict of Interests
According to the Belgian Companies Code, a director who has a direct or indirect personal
financial interest that conflicts with a decision or transaction within his authority as director must
notify the shareholders of this before any decision is taken. Even if he has respected this
obligation, the director remains jointly and severally liable to pay damages to both the company
and third parties for any loss resulting from a benefit unlawfully obtained at the expense of the
company. This liability could apply in the case of a conflict of interests in relation to a guarantee
granted.
4.1.5. Bankruptcy Law
According to the Belgian Companies Code, in the event of bankruptcy, if the company’s liabilities
exceed its assets, directors, former directors and anyone else who had de facto managerial power
in it may be held personally liable, jointly or severally, for up to the amount of the shortfall, provided
the court decides that that they committed a manifest and serious error which contributed to the
bankruptcy. Granting a guarantee which is not in the corporate interest is considered as a serious
error. The enforcement of such a guarantee can contribute to the bankruptcy of the company
which granted it.
4.1.6. Belgian Criminal Code: Abusive Use of the Company’s Assets or Credit
A special type of liability, abuse of company assets, is penalised under the Criminal Code. Criminal
liability results from the deliberate use of the company’s assets or credit in a way which the director
knew would be against the interest of the company, its shareholders or its creditors. A personal
element is also required. A director who acts in this way must do so with fraudulent intent to secure
an illicit advantage for himself or another person or company. If a guarantee which is flagrantly not
in the corporate interest of the company is granted, and the other conditions required for
establishing abusive use of the company’s assets are met, the granting of the guarantee may be
considered as such an abusive use.
4.2. Sanctions
As noted above, a board of directors enjoys broad discretion in business matters and the courts
will review its decisions only minimally. A recent analysis of the legal bases which might lead to
sanctions for breaching the corporate interest rule, such as nullity, unenforceability, reduction of
the amount of the guarantee or liability of the lender, shows that in the case of a normally prudent
creditor, the circumstances under which sanctions could be applied are somewhat limited [33] .
The conclusions of this analysis are summarised below.
4.2.1. Nullity
4.2.1.1. Legal Speciality
The courts can annul the granting of a guarantee in manifest violation of a company’s legal
speciality, i.e. to respect certain rules while accomplishing certain acts such as the provisions of
the Belgian Companies Code and the articles of association and the profit making rule. The court
can only review the legality of documents, not their appropriateness. There seems to be no recent
reported case law in relation to this.
4.2.1.2. Belgian Civil Code and Majority Abuse
There is no explicit legal provision that an act which does not respect a company’s corporate
interest is ipso facto null and void [34] . However, two specific causes of nullity seem relevant:
z

according to Article 1131 of the Belgian Civil Code, an obligation for an illicit cause has no
effects. Article 1133 defines an illicit cause as a cause contrary to law, public order and
good conduct; and

z

a guarantee which is not in the company’s interest can in certain circumstances be
considered as an act of majority abuse, which is sanctioned by nullity. Majority abuse
implies the existence of minority shareholders, which is somewhat unusual in the context of
a group of companies.

4.2.2. Unenforceability
A security may be considered as unenforceable in the following cases:
z

when it is granted without consideration, or for inadequate consideration as defined in
Article 17, 1° of the Bankruptcy Law, i.e. what the guarantor gives is clearly more valuable
than what he receives in return, and is granted during the “suspect period” (“période
suspecte/verdachte periode”) [35] ;

z

when granting the guarantee defrauds other creditors of their rights. The conditions for
unenforceability are strict: (i) the other creditor must have suffered prejudice due to the
impoverishment of its debtor; (ii) fraud by the debtor; and (iii) complicity of a third party
[36] .

4.2.3. Reduction of the Amount of the Security
Besides the sanction of nullity or other measures, the court could, on the basis of reasoned
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arguments, decide as a remedy to reduce the amount of the security ex aequo et bono in the case
of a breach of the legal speciality or corporate interest rule.
4.2.4. Lender Liability
It is generally accepted that a lender is only subject to minimal assessment. The case law and
scholars agree that the assessment should be restricted to the guarantor’s ability to repay the
amount, and consequently the validity of the guarantee granted. In practice this means checking
the guarantor’s legal speciality, corporate purpose and corporate interest, without intervening too
much in his business and management. Despite the minimal obligation for assessment, however,
the creditor could still be held liable if he has committed a fault subject to criminal penalties (for
example, abuse of the company’s assets as provided by Art. 492bis Criminal Code) or civil
sanctions (contractual or aquiline liability). The trustee of a bankrupt guarantor can also hold a
creditor liable for intra-group guarantees; in this case the liability is based on Article 1382 and is
thus extra-contractual [37] .

5.

Conclusion
Belgian companies are increasingly required to grant intra-group guarantees as security for group
borrowings. The possible limitations applicable to intra-group guarantees represent one of the
determining factors for lenders analysing the overall creditworthiness of the group against which”
assets it will try to seek recourse in case of default under the loan. The rules regarding financial
assistance, corporate purpose and corporate interest must be taken into consideration when
analysing the extent to which group companies can give guarantees. The issue that requires most
circumspection from the practitioner drafting the guarantees or board minutes, or analysing the
scope and validity of guarantees granted, is the corporate interest question because it covers a
spectrum of elements which is not conclusively defined in the Belgian Companies Code, and thus
remains open to interpretation according to the circumstances.
Moreover, this issue might also be influenced by the fact that the operation relates to a group of
companies and, therefore, involves the concept of group interest which can, subject to certain
conditions, be taken into consideration to evaluate the company interest.
The courts and scholars have therefore agreed, on the basis of limited case law, economic reality
and practice, on some criteria indicating what is to be understood by “corporate interest” in the light
of group transactions. These regularly used criteria stress the importance of proportionality, but
whether or not the proportionality test is met will depend to a large extent the specific
circumstances at hand.
In practice, in order to justify proportionality and corporate interest in general, detailed board
minutes are drawn up outlining the justification of the guarantee and possible limitations on the
guarantee, which are reflected in the guarantee documentation itself. This has the advantage of
providing some accepted criteria as guidelines, while maintaining the company’s freedom of action
and decision. On the other hand, since the criteria are neither exhaustive nor mandatory and there
is insufficient case law available to establish such definitive criteria, the parties will have to make a
judgment call on which limitations or justification in the given circumstances will be sufficient to
demonstrate corporate benefit. This requires flexibility from both sides to avoid exhausting and
interminable negotiations on the definition of a term which remains decidedly abstract.
The main role is that of the board of directors, as the organ taking the necessary decisions
regarding the granting of guarantees and which enjoys a relative liberty, subject to the more or less
strict limitations explained above and minimum assessment by the courts. The role of the courts
remains relatively limited, as their possibility of assessment is limited, applying only with regard to
respect of the limitation rules and sanctions. This results from the right to conduct business freely,
freedom of entrepreneurship and the security of transactions.
In the absence of clear and definitive guidance in the law, the doctrine or the case law, it is very
difficult to say in abstract which criteria will suffice in order for a guarantee to comply with the
corporate interest requirements. The issue must be evaluated case by case, taking into account all
the facts and circumstances.
Breaching the rules on corporate interest may lead to liability for directors; it could also result in the
nullity of the guarantee. An analysis of the possible sanctions shows that they are very unlikely to
apply if the parties are diligent and careful, and are relevant only in cases of flagrant and clear
violations.
The major question is therefore whether or not the legislator should at least provide some
guidance, without intervening too much in the management of the company or over-restricting
freedom to do business. The situation does not call for strict regulation, but rather providing more
guidance with regard to concepts such as corporate groups and corporate interest.
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